
Conscientia Group helps companies optimize their 

organizational performance, protect their critical 

infrastructure, integrate technological solutions, and 

develop innovative solutions to achieve success. Our 

Information Management Exchange (IMAGE) software 

is a critical tool in enabling customers to achieve 

their desired goals and outcomes by easily compiling, 

translating and managing data to assess performance. 

Condensing data into a clear format, customers using 

IMAGE can quickly perform trend analyses and identify 

cause and effect relationships. Conducting these 

critical analyses enables IMAGE users to mitigate 

systemic problems associated with performance, 

allowing them to assume a proactive approach to their 

business operations and mitigate impacts that can 

cause irreparable financial and reputational damages.

Information Management Exchange (IMAGE)

For more information contact us at info@conscientiagroupllc.com

Using IMAGE, critical data points are identified, 

collected and compiled within a software database. 

Similar to collecting pieces of stone, glass or tile and 

interconnecting them to form an appealing mosaic 

image, by applying Conscientia Group’s IMAGE solution 

users have the ability to see a clear picture of their 

operations and quickly identify missing pieces and 

incongruities. Key data is captured and collected 

often times from remote geographical locations and 

entered into the system via an input portal. Information 

is sorted and presented in visually engaging and 

informative reports that are accessible via a customer 

information output dashboard for review and analysis.



Speed up your company’s 
response time by keeping 
essential information 
accessible in real-time
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IMAGE effectively enables our customers to use data driven metrics to analyze performance, develop strategies, 

measure success and optimize corporate intuition. The IMAGE solution can be applied to support businesses 

operating in nearly every market however it is most advantageously applied in support of the following critical areas:

Quality control 

By tracking, monitoring and analyzing clear outputs within IMAGE, customers can 

evaluate performance indicators and compare results against requirements or 

expectations. Deficiencies are compartmentalized and cataloged in an after-action 

window that is used to highlight next steps for corrective action and document 

progress as it specifically relates to the identified discrepancy or incident.

Risk management 

As part of our dashboard configuration, we identify and classify risks into specific categories. 

Targeted sets of data points are associated with varying degrees of severity. Users can quickly 

identify a series of data that correlates to non-conformance with regulatory requirements, service 

expectations, production levels, or whatever classification your organization desires. IMAGE enables 

customers to identify potential risks before they become problems that impact performance, so 

you can implement your risk management process effectively and with pinpoint precision. 

Safety assessments

IMAGE serves as a powerful, data-driven tool for understanding, benchmarking and transforming 

your organization’s approach toward world-class safety performance. Assessment data 

can be used to precisely validate safety methods that help reduce injuries and accidents 

by identifying deficiencies at the earliest stages before they become liabilities.

Conscientia Group’s understanding of the business and technology dimensions coupled with our 

comprehensive suite of systems integrations help our customers harness internal and external data 

to improve service levels, decision-making and financial management. Our IMAGE software 

was specifically developed to help companies achieve superior quality control and focus 

their efforts toward process improvements. IMAGE enables customers to transform 

data into insightful information and achieve higher levels of performance.


